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1Liquid Cooling Antbox SpecificationLiquid Cooling 
Antbox

Dry & Wet Hybrid 

Cooling Tower
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Container exhaust 

fan(default is one, and 

one can be added)

Heating 

interface

Cable entry

(Rain-proof and 

insect-proof)

Liquid Cooling  Antbox parameter specifications
(detailed specifications are subject to official release)

Product 
description

Input voltage, V
Min Max

415±5% AC/60Hz/3P/N/PE

Total power consumption, kW (load shared by two power distribution 
cabinets)

1047

Miner
Miner power consumption W 4900 5400

Miner inlet/outlet water temperature, ℃ 35/45

Container

Supporting power consumption (cooling, power distribution), kW 30 55

Container size (length * width * height) 6058*2438*2896

Cooling tower size (length*width*height) 5800*2240*4286

Weight, T (empty weight of cooling tower/operating weight) 6/10

Weight, T (container without miner/with miner weight) 8/12

Number of miners 210 190

Cooling tower spray flow, m³/h 233

Heat dissipation capability kW 1000

Inlet and outlet temperature rise ΔT,° 10

Cooling tower docking interface specifications DN125

Heating docking interface specifications DN100

Cooling tower water inlet specifications DN40

Cooling tower drain specifications DN65

Heating piping pressure bearing capability kg 10

Design flow on heating side, m³/h 85

Temperature variation between inlet and outlet（heating side）ΔT 10

Environmental
requirements

Ambient temperature, ℃ -25~40

Noise, dB(A) 78（internal）/65（external）

Internal coolant Antifreeze/Pure water

Water consumption, m³/h
1.5 Max. (external spray water 
consumption, closed at ambient 
temperature below 10℃)
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3D outline drawing of Liquid Cooling Antbox (with fence and cage ladder)

Top guardrail of 
cooling tower

Automatic rebound 
door

Cage ladder

Guardrails and ladders meet the requirements of relevant U.S. 
OSHA standards
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3Diagram of Liquid Cooling Antbox water circuit

Optional
Plate heat 

exchanger

Cooling  tower

Pump set and pipeline

Liquid Cooling 
Antbox



4Liquid Cooling Antbox prototype picture

Face recognition 
access control 

system

CCS classification 
society certification

Cooling tower 
air inlet

Container side door
(Only used for 

maintenance, do not 
open daily, otherwise it 
will affect the ventilation 

inside)

Emergency stop switch 
at the door (for use in 
emergency situations)

Magnetic lock (Used in 
conjunction with face 
recognition system)

Cold and hot 
water pipelines 

for 
interconnecting 
cooling tower 
and container

Control the spacing 
between 1.5m~2m

Lifting lugs of the cooling 
tower (Used when 

hoisting, pay attention to 
the label)

Lifting lugs of the upper 
component of cooling tower 

(Only used for hoisting 
during assembly of cooling 

tower)

Liquid Cooling 
Antbox



5Example of layout of Liquid Cooling Antbox in mining farm

Example of water-cooled container  layout in 

mining farm

Total area: 537.6 square meters

Water-cooled 

Antbox

Water-cooled 

Antbox Water-cooled  

Antbox

Water-cooled 

Antbox

Water-cooled 

Antbox

Water-cooled 
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Cooling 
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Cooling 
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Cooling 
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Cooling 
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Cooling tower 

hydrating line

Transformer

Transformer

Transformer

Transformer

Cooling tower fan, pump power 28KW

1200A
MCB
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6Advantages of Liquid Cooling Antbox

Flexible 
cooling 
scheme

High 
density

Intelligent 
control

High 
efficiency 

and energy 
saving

Safe 
and 

reliable

Convenient 
operation 

and 
maintenance

Intelligent control: manual/automatic dual-mode control; fully closed-loop water temperature 
automatic control in automatic mode makes the miner always in the best working condition; 
support online miner power-on/on-line program upgrade/online active alarm

Convenient operation and maintenance: the miner network on both sides of shelf is separately controlled by two 
sets of switches; each miner can be powered off separately; each miner inlet and outlet are separately opened and 
closed, and there is only one for each; reducing the impact of operation of the miner on other miners when 
maintenance needs to be powered on and off.

Safe and reliable: The entire system has passed UL (cTUVus) certification, and can be used in the United States and 
Canada. The container body has passed CCS classification society certification; condensation and leakage 
detection/alarm; cooling tower cage ladder and guardrail meet OSHA standards; 3D -Face recognition access 
control, panic bars with latches or bolts, remote video monitoring, GPS positioning, one-button emergency stop, 
and electric cabinet interlock design

High efficiency and energy saving: PUE as low as 1.03; optional heating components 
can provide heat recovery; variable frequency fan control, reduced water 
consumption, energy consumption and noise

Flexible cooling scheme: choose closed circuit cooling tower/dry and wet 
hybrid cooling tower/dry cooler/container cooling tower

High-density design: 1MW heat dissipation capability + up to 210 pcs 
water-cooled miners @20HC

Liquid Cooling 
Antbox



Thank you!
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